Legal and Regulatory Notices

Name and Legal Status
Chancery Advisors Limited is a company incorporated with limited liability and registered in England
and Wales with Company Number 11278899. It is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors
Regulatory Authority. Its registered office and principal place of business is 25 Southampton
Buildings, London WC2A 1AL. The firm’s VAT number is 294 3469 66.
From time to time we may use the word “partner” to refer to a member of the firm. Any such
reference may not be taken to imply that any such person is carrying on business with others in
partnership.

Terms and Conditions
By accessing and continuing to use this website, you agree and acknowledge that you do so under
the terms set out here. In these terms, references to “CAL”, “the firm”, “we”, “us”, “our” and “ours”
mean Chancery Advisors Limited.
From time to time we may provide publications, briefings, newsletters, presentations and other
material (all “Material”) on this website. The legal commentary and information contained in the
Material is for general information and illustrative purposes only, does not seek to be exhaustive or
an attempt to consider every issue relevant to the particular topic and does not constitute legal advice.
Further, the provision of such Material does not create a business or professional services
relationship and we accept no responsibility or liability to users or any third parties in relation to the
use of the Material or its contents. Accordingly, you should always seek relevant and specific advice
before taking any action and any reliance on such Material is at your own risk.
All copyright, trademarks and other intellectual property in or arising out of the Material, save where
expressly otherwise noted, vests in us. You agree not to modify, copy, reproduce, disclose to third
parties or derive commercial use or benefit from the Material without our express prior written
consent. You further agree not to use (or permit the use) of the Material for a purpose that is either
illegal or would, or would be likely, to bring CAL or our business into disrepute.
There terms shall be governed and construed in accordance with English law.

Professional Indemnity Insurance
We have professional indemnity insurance taken through Maven Underwriters (a trading name of
AON UK Limited), The AON Centre, The Leadenhall Building, 122 Leadenhall Street, London
EC3V 4AN. Policy Number: PISRMVW010237.

Complaints
We will try to resolve complaints quickly and directly with you. If you have a complaint, please
contact the person you are dealing with at the firm. We will provide full details of our Complaints
Handling Procedure on request, if you have made a complaint. If we cannot resolve a complaint, the
Solicitors Regulatory Authority and the Legal Ombudsman provide resolution services for certain
types of complaint. Please note that complaints to be processed by the Legal Ombudsman should
normally be made within six months of receiving a final written response from us about your
complaint.

